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Abstract
This paper describes research exploring the use of haptics to support users collaborating remotely in a single-user shared application.
Mediation of turn-taking during remote collaboration provides a context to explore haptic affordances for background communication as well
as control negotiation in remote collaboration: existing turn-taking protocols are rudimentary, lacking many communication cues available in
face-to-face collaboration. We therefore designed a custom turn-taking protocol that allows users to express different levels of urgency in their
request for control from a collaborator; state of control and requests are communicated by touch, with the intent of ofﬂoading visual
attention. To support it, we developed a set of haptic icons, tangible stimuli to which speciﬁc meanings have been assigned.
Because we required an icon set which could be utilized with speciﬁed, varying levels of intrusiveness in real attentionally challenged
situations, we used a perceptually guided procedure that consisted of four steps: initial icon set design, perceptual reﬁnement, validation
of learnability and effectiveness under workload, and deployment in an application simulation. We found that our haptic icons could be
learned to a high degree of accuracy in under 3 min and remained identiﬁable even under signiﬁcant cognitive workload. In an
exploratory observational study comparing haptic, visual, and combined haptic and visual support for our protocol, participants overall
preferred the combined multi-modal support, and in particular preferred the haptic support for control changes and the visual support
for displaying state. In their control negotiation, users clearly utilized the option of requesting with graded urgency. The three major
contributions in this paper are: (1) the introduction and ﬁrst case study using a systematic process for reﬁning and evaluating haptic icons
for background communication in a primarily visual application; (2) the usability observed for a particular set of icons designed with that
process; and (3) the introduction of an urgency-based turn-taking protocol and a comparison of haptic, visual and multi-modal support
of our implementation of that protocol.
r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Remote collaboration has become prevalent and is often
essential in today’s networked society, but current collaboration technology is rarely adequate in its ability to
transmit the non-verbal and social cues that underlie smooth
communication. At the same time, abstracted haptic signals
are emerging as an underutilized medium which may be
well-suited to transmitting background information in
distributed situations; they are potentially less intrusive than
other interaction modalities that by necessity make heavy
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use of vision and speech. In this paper, we describe research
which explores how haptic feedback could help to ﬁll this
communication deﬁcit, using as a testbed the challenge of a
remotely collaborating group’s need to negotiate control in a
single-user application.
Typical technical support for this type of distributed
collaboration allows group members to share a view of
an application and provides a turn-taking protocol to
mediate who is in control of the single cursor. The primary
tasks performed tend to be visual in nature; and yet the
visual channel is also used to mediate control, meaning
that prompts such as requests for control may be
distracting if too intrusive, or missed if too subtle or
transient. Current systems also lack support for users to
express how urgently they wish to gain control, a need that
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is usually met in face-to-face collaboration. We hypothesize
that haptic feedback could play a role in conveying urgency
of a user’s desire for control.
Haptic feedback has recently become a common element
in consumer electronics, such as cell phone vibrators and
gaming consoles that simulate driving over a rough road or
a gun’s recoil. However, the scope of ‘‘everyday’’ haptic
feedback goes far beyond binary buzzes and recreated realworld forces: it can potentially communicate rich and
graded information in situations where other senses are
unavailable. Early examples include cell phones with
distinctive ‘‘vibe-tones’’ to unobtrusively convey caller
identity (Immersion Corporation, 2005), and the use of
spatially delivered haptic cues to notify a driver when a
vehicle is in a blind spot or following too closely, or to
indicate directional cues (Burnett and Porter, 2001; Young
et al., 2003; Enriquez and MacLean, 2004; Lindeman et al.,
2005). Haptic icons, or tactons—haptic stimuli to which
speciﬁc meanings have been assigned (MacLean and
Enriquez, 2003; Brown et al., 2006a, b)—have been
considered for use in mobile applications (Brown and
Kaaresoja, 2006; Luk et al., 2006) and are central to the
research we report here.
To move beyond simple uses of haptic feedback, we are
hindered by the fact that the devising of usable and useful
haptic representations is not yet supported by the archives of
perceptual, practical and process data that underlie visual and
auditory information display (Swindells et al., 2005). Haptic
messages have been used in just a few applications with mixed
success. Contemporary tactile display technology is comparable to a few monochrome graphic pixels. Users lack
everyday experience with interpreting abstractions via touch,
so their responses are often unpredictable; as are target
environments—haptic feedback is generally suggested when
other senses are already loaded, implying multitasking
and disruptions. Designers of haptic icons clearly need an
effective mechanism for predicting and ﬁne-tuning how an
icon set will function in a given situation, which is both
grounded in basic perceptual data and informed by user
reactions speciﬁc to the situation. This need became a
practical focus of our work.
In this article, we describe our design of a turn-taking
protocol by which distributed collaborators can share
control of a single cursor; unlike existing approaches, it
allows users to express the urgency of their need for
involvement and can use either haptic icons or a graphical
display to indicate this urgency. To support it, we created
and reﬁned a set of seven haptic icons, following an
iterative and convergent four-step procedure consisting
of initial ad hoc contextual icon set creation, perceptual
reﬁnement of the set, validation of learnability and
effectiveness under workload, and evaluation of the icons
in a simulation of the intended application. At each step,
the haptic stimuli were adjusted as indicated by intermediate evaluation results; systematic iteration is critical
because modiﬁcation of any set member can affect how
other members are perceived or distinguished.

In both abstracted and situated environments, we found
that our haptic icons could be learned in under 3 min; they
remained identiﬁable at 95% accuracy even under representative cognitive workload. This learning and identiﬁcation performance seems viable in the context of the
collaborative consumer application we envision. When we
tested this protocol in situ and compared haptic, visual and
combined multi-modal implementations, we found that
participants successfully substituted the haptic signals for
the more conventional graphical display. The availability
of haptic signals inﬂuenced their interactions when
performing a collaborative task, increasing both control
turnover rate and equitability of time-in control. Participants overall preferred the combined multi-modal support,
and in particular preferred the haptic support for control
changes and the visual support for displaying state; in their
control negotiation, users clearly utilized the option to
request with graded urgency.
The three major contributions in this paper are: (1) the
introduction and ﬁrst case study using a systematic process
for reﬁning and evaluating haptic icons for background
communication in a primarily visual application; (2) the
usability observed for a particular set of icons designed
with that process; and (3) the introduction of an urgencybased turn-taking protocol and a comparison of haptic,
visual and multi-modal support of our implementation of
that protocol.
1.1. Background and related work
This project draws on two bodies of past work which we
brieﬂy survey here: haptics, speciﬁcally in terms of haptic
perceptual information transfer and the utility of haptic
feedback in collaboration; and turn-taking in computermediated collaboration.
1.1.1. Haptics in collaboration and communication
There is evidence that the haptic channel may offer a
means of non-intrusively informing users of their collaborator’s desires, thus alleviating problems with current
turn-taking protocols. A comprehensive understanding
of our tactile psychophysical capabilities is emerging
through the work of researchers such as Klatzky
and Lederman, who have documented our exquisite
sensitivity to texture felt through a probe (Klatzky et al.,
2003). Tan et al. (1999) measured information transfer
rates of 2–3 bits/s for vibrotactile stimuli independent
of duration: appreciable content can be conveyed through
this channel, and clariﬁcation of its perceived dimensions
and their resolution continues to emerge (e.g. MacLean
and Enriquez, 2003; Israr et al., 2006; Ternes, 2007).
Attention has focused on the potential of vibrotactile
displays for information display (van Erp, 2002; Pasquero,
2006), and there has been some multi-modal work for
example in using haptic stimuli to orient attention in
another sensory modality; for example, by using taps
on the back to direct gaze (Young et al., 2003; Lindeman
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et al., 2005). A more complete summary can be found in
MacLean (2008).
Collaborating through force communication: Physically
rendered virtual environment forces have also been used to
aid collaboration, by offering a direct kinesthetic representation of a collaborator’s movements. Sallnas et al.
(2000) had users jointly arrange cubes in a virtual
environment, and Basdogan et al. (2000) asked them to
jointly move a ring along a wire without touching the wire.
Both found that haptic feedback signiﬁcantly improved
task performance and aided cooperation. Oakley et al.
(2001) added physical forces to telepointers in a shared
editor so that users could push and pull each other. Force
feedback can help under workload: guiding forces have
been shown to positively and unintrusively inﬂuence
behavior during an engrossing task (Steele and Gillespie,
2001; Feygin et al., 2002; Enriquez and MacLean, 2004;
Forsyth and MacLean, 2006).
Auditory models for communicating abstractions: Other
work has been directed towards building an abstract tactile
language to support transmission of information to or
among users, by associating haptic stimuli with assigned
meanings rather than using forces or orienting vibrations
to explicitly guide or direct. We precede this discussion by
illustrating two possible avenues to designing this sort of
abstract information display, by reference to the more
mature auditory domain. The semantic approach, dubbed
‘‘auditory icons’’ (Gaver, 1993), uses representations of
objects or notions that embody a literal, intuitive meaning:
the sound of a paper being crushed indicates deleting a
computer ﬁle. Others have used musical features (melodies,
rhythms and crescendos) in a similar way using haptics
(van Erp and Spapé, 2003; Brown et al., 2006a, b).
However, with this approach there is no systematic basis
for determining relative stimulus salience or differentiability, which can lead to problems. For example, the sound
of an unimportant event might perceptually dominate the
signal for an urgent event. Conversely, others have taken a
symbolic approach focused on quantifying people’s ability
to perceptually differentiate ‘‘earcons’’ (Blattner et al.,
1989; Brewster et al., 1993): sounds and rhythms with no
intrinsic meaning, whose association has to be learned.
They found that structuring bursts of sound aided in
differentiation, as did varying musical timbre rather than
using simple tones.
Haptic icons: In the haptic domain, initial work has
focused on the latter, symbolic approach with haptic
icons (MacLean and Enriquez, 2003; Tang et al., 2005; Luk
et al., 2006) or ‘‘tactons’’ (Brown et al., 2006a, b; Brown
and Kaaresoja, 2006). Following graphic icon usage
(Horton, 1994; Calpin, 2001; Chen, 2003), these terms
have been accepted by the haptics and HCI ﬁelds to mean
most broadly a haptic stimulus to which a meaning has
been associated, such that system display of the stimulus
implies the associated abstraction. As with graphical icons,
targets might include a linkage to an object or a function, a
notiﬁcation, a status indicator, or an indicator of identity
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or content. A haptic stimulus (analogous to a graphic)
requires an associated meaning or target to become
an icon.
In the present work, we access an important subset of this
large representational space: our turn-taking application
makes use of icons which ﬁll roles of status monitoring and
change notiﬁcation. Other types of targets for haptic icons
have been proposed or implemented in, e.g. Allen et al.
(2005), Brown and Kaaresoja (2006) and Luk et al. (2006).
Perceptual validation of icons in an application context
has been rare and preliminary: for example, an attempt to
use haptic icons to differentiate musical style of songs
within a set was promising but indicated a need for further
reﬁnement of both stimulus structure and their associated
meaning (Allen et al., 2005). Enriquez et al. (2006)
demonstrated an encouraging ability of users to learn
deliberately arbitrary associations between haptic stimuli
and meanings, in a family-organized set of nine icons, but
these were not tested in an application. Our group has also
employed some steps of the process described in the current
paper for a novel tactile display intended for mobile
environments (Luk et al., 2006). In contrast to the present
work, we focused there on exploring the basic sensations
possible with the new display and of the tasks they might
be suited for, but performed no in situ evaluation of
informative haptic signals.
1.1.2. Turn-taking
Since Engelbart and English (1968) proposed the notion
of Shared Screen Conferencing, researchers have sought
ways to enable real-time collaboration among distributed
users. One approach proposed by Lauwers and Lantz
(1990) is to design collaboration-aware systems that support
simultaneous input from multiple users. They also note
that in a second approach, a traditional single-user
application (which they term collaboration-transparent)
can be overlaid with a shared window system, allowing
simultaneous viewing of the application, but only singleuser input. We also note a more recently reported
third approach to supporting real-time collaboration,
which adds technology to an existing single-user application to make it appear to be somewhat collaboration-aware
(Xia et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2006).
While many prototypes of collaboration-aware applications have been developed (for example, Ellis et al., 1991;
Pedersen et al., 1993), these applications have had little
impact outside of research labs. Writing a collaborationaware application, even with toolkit support (Tse and
Greenberg, 2004), is still signiﬁcantly more difﬁcult than
writing a single-user application. Corporations are reluctant to devote the time and money required to redevelop
single-user applications to support multiple-user input, and
even if they did, the multi-user features in these applications would be used less often than single-user features
(Grudin, 1988).
In contrast, shared window systems have enjoyed a
degree of commercial success, since they allow most
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existing single-user applications to be used in a collaborative context without modiﬁcation. Although users can
simultaneously view the shared application, a turn-taking
protocol is required to mediate writing access and control
over the cursor. The two most commonly cited supporting
protocols are give (a user who has requested control must
wait for the user in control to voluntarily relinquish it) and
take (a requestor is immediately given control).
There has been little empirical comparison of turn-taking
protocols reported in the literature, and none have to our
knowledge drawn conclusive results. We highlight two
studies here. Inkpen et al. (1997) studied the effect of turntaking protocols on pairs of co-located children who were
solving Rube Goldberg-like puzzles. While girls did not
show a difference, boys shared control more equally when
using take; the amount of time boys had control was
positively correlated with their ability to complete the same
task on their own. McKinlay et al. (1993) compared the
ability of subjects to reach consensus on a prioritization
task using face-to-face communication and three computer-mediated communication protocols: give, take, and
free-for-all (where users could work simultaneously). Faceto-face was the clear winner; and the data suggested that
the others would be ordered as give, free-for-all, and take.
Commercial systems: Commercial web conferencing
systems available on the market include WebEx (Cisco
Systems Inc., 2007), Acrobat Connect (Adobe Inc., 2007),
and MS Live Meeting (Microsoft Corp., 2005). All of these
systems allow a user to share a single-user application with
other users while a single user is in control, and all use give
by default, although some can also be conﬁgured to take
instead. Except for MS Live Meeting, they all include
mechanisms for users to explicitly request control from the
person in control. The applications use different methods
for presenting requests: either ‘‘short-lived’’ dialog boxes,
transient tool-tips, or persistent ﬂoating windows. Dialog
boxes can be disruptive, while tool-tips may be overlooked
or (conversely) obscure what the user is looking at. The
methods the applications present requests differ in their
degrees of persistence: in some the requests are transient,
with the result that the request is gone when a user is ready
to relinquish control after completing his task. A persistent
ﬂoating window listing the requester’s name addresses this,
but the windows can still be easily missed.
Expression of urgency in collaboration: Conversational
analysis reveals that when physically co-located, our body
language communicates information to our partners, such

as how urgently we wish to speak (Duncan and Niederehe,
1974); and that non-verbal communication is crucial for
smooth and efﬁcient information transfer (Boyle et al.,
1994). We expect similar non-verbal communication needs
for collaborative work; in particular, its use to express a
desire to assume control with varying degrees of urgency.
However, none of the turn-taking protocols we have
observed provide ﬂexibility in requesting application control, nor do their implementations support user management of the intrusiveness of a signal being sent—features we
take for granted in everyday conversation. Visual elements
such as dialog boxes and tool-tips are not ideal for this
function: by sharing the medium of the primary task, they
can grossly interfere when intrusive. Subtle status updates
can still impinge undesirably on visual attention, and when
they do not they are easily overlooked.
1.2. General approach and process
To support our turn-taking application, we needed a set
of haptic icons that would function well in a particular
environment. When designing haptic icons, it is desirable to
maximize memorable icon set-size while simultaneously
controlling at least four other quantities: ease of association of stimulus with target meaning, individual stimulus
salience, discernibility of items in the set, and maintenance
of desired salience level under cognitive workload. The
present research demonstrates one way to manage these
factors throughout the design sequence for a speciﬁc
application, by adjusting stimulus values in a structured,
iterative and user-centered process.
In developing our haptically mediated turn-taking application, we followed the four-step process illustrated in Fig. 1.
In Step I Initial Prototyping, we designed our turn-taking
protocol based on a combination of our own observations
and the insights provided by past work on turn-taking in
collaboration; this protocol included a set of seven signals to
be communicated via haptic feedback. At the same time, we
prototyped an initial set of stimuli to support the protocol’s
haptic signals. In Step II Perceptual Adjustment, we used
methodology based on multidimensional scaling (MDS) to
perceptually reﬁne our stimulus set, ensuring that families of
stimuli were distinct from one another and that stimuli within
a family were related yet distinguishable. Since our protocol
will be used while users are engaged on a primary
collaborative task, in Step III Stress Test we measured the
ability of participants to learn the icons (stimulus-meaning

Fig. 1. A process for developing haptic icons. Solid lines are standard progression, and dotted lines indicate iterations that might be needed.
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pairs), and to detect and identify them while performing
distractor tasks that simulated anticipated application workload. In Step IV Application Trial we assessed the value of
this perceptually validated set of icons in situ, with an
observational study of our target application where we
compared performance and subjective factors under different
combinations of haptic and visual interfaces.
The method which we used to create our initial stimulusmeaning pairs borrows from both the semantic and symbolic
approaches, with the aim of facilitating both learnability and
usability. It is based on (a) encoding information in families
of haptic signals and (b) devising tactile features through
semantic reference to common application-related metaphors
that we expected users would understand. Other approaches
could be taken for initial creation of the stimulus-meaning
pairs; while this one seemed well-suited to our purposes, a
comprehensive exploration of this design space was not the
goal of the present study.
Key hypothesized beneﬁts of our process are
(a) evaluative mechanisms at every step which indicate
when to iterate on the haptic stimuli, by (b) considering the
stimuli as a set, in recognition that users will learn and use
them relative to one another, more so than for visual or
auditory icons. Through examination of results at every
step, we ascertain feasibility of the process itself and
usability of the result achieved. Our observations build a
case for the need of a systematic reﬁnement process to
ensure expected behavior in the face of complex and
unpredictable target environments.
The remainder of this paper describes these four steps
(Sections 2–5), with emphasis on Step IV Application Trial;
the studies from Step II Perceptual Adjustment and Step III
Stress Test are presented more completely in Chan et al.
(2005) but summarized here to provide context for the
entire process. In Section 6, we reﬂect on our haptic icon
reﬁnement process, usability of the icons produced with
them, and insights into the expression of urgency and the
impact of mediation modality obtained through our
application simulation; and indicate next steps in each
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area. Finally, in Section 7, we close by brieﬂy highlighting
the main conclusions of our work.
2. Step I: Turn-Taking Protocol and Initial Icon Prototypes
Based on a combination of insights from our own past work
(Inkpen et al., 1997) and informal observations of a number of
collaborative, ﬂoor-sharing example contexts, we felt that
expression of urgency was a shortcoming in existing controlsharing protocols for distributed applications, and set about to
devise a turn-taking protocol that supported control requests
of graded urgency. Because these applications usually involve
tasks that heavily utilize both vision and audition, we
considered the touch sense as the best candidate for providing
contextual information that needed to range between background and foreground in terms of intrusiveness.
2.1. An urgency-based turn-taking protocol
In our protocol, a user is always in control of the shared
application, waiting for control, or simply observing the
actions of his or her collaborators. A user obtains control
by gently requesting control, urgently requesting control, or
by taking control. If no one is in control at the time
someone tries to obtain control, any of these methods
result in the user immediately obtaining control. Otherwise,
requests for control are queued, with one queue for gentle
requests and one for urgent requests.
As users request control, the user in control is made
aware of the requests and their urgency. When the user in
control releases it, the ﬁrst user in the queue of urgent
requests is given control; if that queue is empty, the ﬁrst
user in the queue of gentle requests is given control. If both
queues are empty when control is released, then no one is in
control. This protocol always gives priority to urgent
requests for control, but within a queue, temporal ordering
of requests is maintained. A state-transition diagram is
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. State-transition diagram for the urgency-based turn-taking protocol. Transitions not possible in our implementation are not shown.
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Table 1
Haptic icons used in the urgency-based turn-taking protocol
Family

State

Haptic sensation

Change of control

User has gained control of the shared
application

0.4 s, 1000-magnitude, 100 Hz vibration, followed by a 0.1 s delay,
followed by a 0.25 s, 8000-magnitude, 100 Hz vibration

User has lost control of the shared
application

0.25 s, 8000-magnitude, 100 Hz vibration, followed by a 0.1 s delay,
followed by a 0.4 s, 1000-magnitude, 100 Hz vibration

User is in control of the shared application

1 s, 500-magnitude, 60 Hz vibration; 1 s delay between iterations

User is in control, but someone has gently
requested control

1 s, 5000-magnitude, 60 Hz vibration; 1 s delay between iterations

User is in control, but someone has urgently
requested control

0.7 s, 5000-magnitude, 100 Hz vibration, followed by a 0.1 s pause,
followed by a second identical vibration; 0.6 s delay between iterations

User has gently requested control

Single pulse; 1 s delay between iterations

User has strongly requested control

Two pulses, separated by a 0.15 s pause; 1 s delay between iterations

In control

Waiting for control

Fig. 3. Graphs of the haptic icons used in the urgency-based turn-taking protocol.

2.2. Families and metaphors
For haptic icons to be used in consumer applications
they must be easy to learn. To increase learnable set size
through cognitive chunking of subsets (Miller, 1956), we
chose to create three families of haptic stimuli to match the
logical signal groupings in our turn-taking protocol, rather
than a perceptually ﬂat set. Thus, icons in each family
shared tactile features and had related meanings. The
families, their icons (messages and associated stimuli), and
the metaphors that inspired them are described below;
Table 1 and Fig. 3 show the detailed conﬁguration of the
haptic icons as eventually deployed in Step IV Application
trial, in the target turn-taking application.
2.2.1. Changes in Control
A pair of transient sensations, indicating that the
receiving user has just gained (CH+) or lost (CH)
control of the application.
Metaphor: The haptic equivalent of the two-tone sound
made when Windows XP detects that a USB device has
been inserted into or removed from a computer. We

hypothesized that making the icons mirror opposites, like
their auditory versions (beep-BEEP, BEEP-beep), would
make them intuitive to learn. Both sensations were
designed to be intrusive.
2.2.2. In Control
Three periodic, ongoing sensations delivered to the user
with current ﬂoor control, indicating no outstanding
requests (IN), or a collaborator has gently (IN+) or
urgently (IN++) requested control.
Metaphor: A heartbeat. A gentle, pleasant, slightly
prolonged periodic sensation was used for the no-outstanding-request icon, but progressively more intrusive
sensations were used for the gentle and urgent request
icons. The icon for an urgent request (IN++) was intended
to be clearly noticeable and even slightly unpleasant.
2.2.3. Waiting for Control
Two periodic, ongoing sensations delivered to a user who
has made a gentle (WAIT) or urgent (WAIT+) request.
Metaphor: A quicker, delicate ‘‘pulse’’ sensation suggesting a person lightly tapping (WAIT) or moderately tapping
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(WAIT+) her ﬁngers while waiting in line. The two
sensations were distinguished by a doubling in rhythm and
designed to be unintrusive.
Feedback was provided only to a user in control or
waiting for control. A user simply observing the collaboration could determine his state by the absence of any
sensation, thus both minimizing the chance of annoyance
and highlighting more active roles.
2.3. Haptic display
We used Logitech iFeel mice to deliver haptic feedback
in our studies. These are standard optical mice with the
addition of an embedded vibrotactile display based on an
inertial harmonic drive (technology licensed from Immersion Corp.). Although the range of frequencies and
amplitudes the iFeel supports are limited, we wanted to
ﬁnd how much we could accomplish using off-the-shelf
technology. This consideration also motivated the choice of
a mouse rather than introduction of a new hardware
element (e.g. a glove). We created haptic sensations using
Immersion Studio (2004), a GUI-based haptic editor, and
integrated the sensations into our test program using the
API supplied by Immersion.
The iFeel has a frequency response of 0.01–500 Hz;
however, the iFeel motor produced unmaskable confounding auditory noise above 100 Hz, and insufﬁcient magnitude below 20 Hz, so our designs were limited to this range,
despite the fact that peak tactile sensitivity occurs around
250 Hz (Shimoga, 1993). Immersion Studio also employs a
‘‘magnitude’’ from 0 to 10,000. It is difﬁcult to interpret
this quantity, since the perceived stimulus intensity is a
function of both magnitude and frequency. In general, we
observed that if two stimuli are the same frequency and
above 10 Hz, they must have a magnitude difference of at
least 1000 to be perceived as different. Our approach to
icon design was thus to set frequency, duration and rhythm
based on metaphor, and then adjust amplitude to obtain
the desired overall intensity.

Fig. 4. Modiﬁed logitech iFeel mouse with thumb buttons.
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Table 2
Button presses for acquiring and releasing control
Command

Action

Gently request control
Urgently request control

Press front button once
Press front button twice; if have already
gently requested control, press front
button once
Hold front button for 2 s and release
Press back button
Press back button

Take control
Cancel request for control
Release control

We incorporated the ability to obtain and release control
by adding two thumb buttons to the mouse, a feature
found on high-end Logitech mice. Fig. 4 shows a picture of
the modiﬁed iFeel; button presses required for control
changes are described in Table 2.
3. Step II: Perceptual Adjustment of Icon Set
Our family-based, metaphor-driven approach yielded a
preliminary set of haptic icons to support our turn-taking
protocol. However, many subtle parameter variations were
possible within the general initial ‘‘shapes’’—e.g., pulse
frequencies, durations and inter-stimulus intervals. We
wanted to verify that the In Control and Changes in
Control icons were both mutually distinguishable and
perceptually clustered by family. A more detailed account
of this study can be found in Chan et al. (2005).
3.1. Approach
For perceptual adjustment we used a technique based
on MDS that provides an estimate of the perceptual
similarity of haptic stimuli by analyzing participants’
sorting of test stimuli into groups. This sorting technique,
which has efﬁciency advantages over traditional paired
comparison methods, is introduced in detail in MacLean
and Enriquez (2003) and further analyzed and used
in Pasquero et al. (2006) and Luk et al. (2006). The MDS
algorithm then places the stimuli relative to one another
in an n-dimensional space, where an appropriate n is
revealed by characteristics of the data. Stimuli close to
one another in this space are perceptually similar to each
other. In addition, we asked participants to rate the
intrusiveness and pleasantness of the stimuli on Likert
scales.
Our input to the MDS algorithm came from a set of 26
stimuli. We created 24 candidates for the IN icons, varying
along the parameters of frequency (20, 60, 100 Hz) and
magnitude (500, 2000, 5000, 8000) as well as two levels of a
temporal variable introduced by playing each of these 12
stimuli either singly for 1000 ms, or in two 700 ms bursts
separated by a 100 ms delay. To these we added the CH+
and CH icons we had prototyped, to verify their perceptual interactions with the IN icon candidates. We opted
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not to test additional candidates of the CH+, CH, nor the
WAIT icons, as we felt they would be clearly distinct from
the other stimuli. Since the MDS algorithm ﬁnds relative
differences between stimuli, the presence of large qualitative
family differences would reduce its ability to resolve more
subtle differences between members of a family.
In Steps II Perceptual Adjustment and III Stress Test,
participants used Pentium IV 2.67 GHz computers, running Windows XP Professional. To mask audible noise
from the vibrotactile display that might inﬂuence their
perception of the haptic feedback, participants wore Bose
QuietComfort two acoustic noise-canceling headphones
and listened to white noise.
3.2. Results
Ten participants (six males, four females; aged 21–31)
were paid $10 for a 1 h session. Six participants had little
prior exposure to haptic feedback. Unlike MacLean and
Enriquez (2003), we found that a 3D MDS analysis
substantially improved the goodness of ﬁt over 2D; this
was not unexpected, due to the change both in display
device and expanded number of design parameters used in
creating the icons.
Based on this single-iteration analysis, we selected a set
of IN icons with maximal perceptual distinctiveness and
intrusive/pleasant ratings that conformed to our heartbeat
metaphor: IN was considered quite pleasant and not at all
intrusive, IN++ quite noticeable and slightly unpleasant,
and IN+ in between. The CH icons appeared to be
distinguishable from the IN icons and from each other.
In summary, we used this step of our process to reﬁne
the perceptual spacing of a set of seven haptic icons
clustered into three metaphor-based families. If the MDS
results had not revealed a set of desired perceptual spacings
in the ﬁrst pass, we would have iterated this step in
conjunction with guided adjustment of our design parameters as was done in MacLean and Enriquez (2003), i.e.
an internal iteration within the second block in Fig. 1.
4. Step III: Stress Test
The purpose of Step III is to ensure that users can learn
and recall meanings for a candidate set of haptic icons in
an abstraction of a realistic working context; in this case, a
simulation of the type of multitasking load we expect users
to be under in this sort of collaboration. In our target
application, participants would have to identify haptic
icons while performing a potentially engrossing collaborative task. Before embarking on the more complex
collaborative setting, we ﬁrst designed a user study with
learning and evaluation phases to measure the effect of
cognitive workload on the ability of individual participants
to identify the seven haptic icons; including the goal of
certain signals being detectable under higher workload
levels than others. This study is described in more detail in
Chan et al. (2005).

4.1. Approach
In the learning phase, participants were instructed to
learn the meanings associated with the seven icons as
quickly as possible. Since we felt participants would ﬁnd it
difﬁcult to learn the turn-taking protocol meanings without
an elaborate explanation, we substituted simpler labels that
still reﬂected the icons’ familial relations. Participants were
presented with a simple GUI that allowed them to play
back the icons as many times as they wanted in any order.
To leave the learning phase, they had to pass a test by
correctly identifying 19 out of 21 icons (each of the seven
icons was presented three times, in random order); they
were not penalized for attempting the test multiple times.
In the evaluation phase, participants’ ability to recall the
meanings they learned in the learning phase was tested
under three conditions of successively increasing workload:
Control: Pairs of haptic icons were presented serially.
Participants had to indicate when the transition from
the ﬁrst to the second icon in the pair occurred and
identify the second icon. They did this by pressing the
space bar, selecting the icon’s label in a modal dialog
box that appeared, and then dismissing the dialog box.
Visual distractor: In addition to the control task,
participants solved picture puzzles on-screen by rearranging puzzle pieces on one image so that it matched a
second one. When a puzzle was solved, a new puzzle was
presented.
Visual+auditory distractors: In addition to the control and
visual tasks, participants listened to an audio stream where
different colors were spoken at random intervals, and
pressed the ‘‘b’’ key whenever they heard the word ‘‘blue’’.
Since our turn-taking protocol is intended for use with a
visual task, we did not include an auditory-only distractor
condition in this study. The haptic, visual, and auditory
tasks in our study were completely unrelated, whereas in
our intended application and many others, the visual and
auditory channels would be used in concert, with the haptic
feedback used to mediate turn-taking. This decision meant
that our study tasks were somewhat more difﬁcult than
they would be in our target application and thus provided a
conservative estimate of performance.
For a given condition, all participants responded to ﬁve
transitions to each of the seven icons. Transitions were
randomly selected from all possible subsets in our turntaking protocol (Fig. 2), and condition order was counterbalanced across participants. Thus, the evaluation phase
used a three conditions  seven icons  ﬁve transitions
design; all factors were within-subjects.
4.2. Results
Twelve participants (six males, six females; aged 17–28)
were paid $10 for a 1.5 h session, with a promise of a
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Fig. 5. Mean detection times by icon and condition (N ¼ 12). Mean
values for each condition are 1.8 s (control), 3.2 s (v distractor), and 4.0 s
(v+a distractor).

$10/individual bonus for the four best ‘‘scores.’’ Instructions explicitly directed participants to pay equal attention
to the haptic, visual, and auditory tasks (when present) to
maximize their scores. Participants had either no or
minimal prior exposure to haptic interfaces (four and eight
participants, respectively). After data collection we discovered that one participant had also participated in
Step II Perceptual Adjustment (3 months previously) and
was retained only after verifying similarity of this to other
data. All results where po.05 are reported here as
signiﬁcant; for precise statistical tests and signiﬁcance
levels, refer to Chan et al. (2005).
4.2.1. Learning time
We calculated learning time as the period participants
spent exploring the icons, excluding the time for the
learning test. Participants spent less than 3 min learning the
haptic icons (mean 177 s, std. dev. 114 s, range 56–446 s).
We believe these results are conservative, since participants
were not told the metaphors underlying the icons and
doing so would probably have speeded learning. They
show that a modest-sized, well-designed set of haptic icons
can be learned with relatively low effort—crucial if haptics
are to be used in mainstream consumer applications.
4.2.2. Detection time
Calculated from the time the second icon in a pair began
playing to when the participant pressed the space bar,
mean detection times are shown in Fig. 51 by condition and
icon. There was a signiﬁcant main effect of condition, and
all post-hoc comparisons were signiﬁcant: the distractors
did slow participants’ noticing of the transition. However,
we considered the mean detection time of 4.0 s in the most
1
These ﬁgures differ slightly from those reported in Chan et al. (2005),
as we discovered a minor error in our original statistical analysis.
However, the corrected analysis still permits us to draw the same
conclusions.
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difﬁcult (visual+auditory) condition to be acceptable for
our intended turn-taking application.2
The results also revealed a signiﬁcant interaction
between condition and icon, indicating that the detection
of some icons were more sensitive to workload than others.
Speciﬁcally, post-hoc comparisons showed no signiﬁcant
difference in detection time as a function of workload
condition for IN++: a desirable result, since this icon was
intended to be the most intrusive, i.e. difﬁcult to block out.
In contrast, even a single distractor task signiﬁcantly
slowed detection for the WAIT family icons, suggesting
that they are indeed more amenable to attentional backgrounding than the others, as planned. In general, icons
designed to be more intrusive were detected more quickly
than icons designed to be unintrusive. The only exception
to our expectations was the CH icon: although intended
to be moderately intrusive, its detection times were
comparable to the unintrusive icons. CH+, its exact
mirror, did not have this problem.
4.2.3. Missed transitions
If the second icon in a pair had played for more than 10 s
without detection, it was considered a missed transition.
Overall, condition did have a signiﬁcant impact on the
number of missed transitions. Post-hoc comparisons
showed that the visual+auditory distractor condition
had signiﬁcantly more missed transitions (18.8%) than
the visual distractor (10.5%) and the control (1.7%)
conditions.
A signiﬁcant interaction between condition and icon
indicated that transitions to some speciﬁc icons were
missed more in some conditions than in others. Post-hoc
comparisons again showed that transitions to the three
icons designed to be most subtle (IN, WAIT and WAIT+)
were often overlooked as workload increased.
4.2.4. Identification time
Measured from the appearance of a modal dialog box
listing the seven icons to the participant clicking the OK
button, identiﬁcation time data revealed only a marginally
signiﬁcant (p ¼ 0.061) main effect of condition (Fig. 6).
This result suggests that participants’ ability to switch
attentional focus and then identify the haptic icons is less
affected by workload than is their ability to detect a change
of icon. The average of 3.0 s under the heaviest workload is
feasible for our application.3 There was also a signiﬁcant
2

We are unaware of speciﬁc benchmarks for detection time in
collaborative applications, but we note that detection times in the range
of 1–10 s are reported in the interruption/notiﬁcation literature for studies
investigating detection under workload of visual signals that differ by
motion, shape, size and color (e.g. Bartram et al., 2003; Gluck et al., 2007).
3
Again, we do not have a speciﬁc benchmark with which to compare our
result. While Bartram et al. (2003) looked at visual signal identiﬁcation in
their interruption/notiﬁcation work, and found mean identiﬁcation times
of approximately 1.5 s, identiﬁcation in their study differed somewhat
from that measured in our study. They measured the users’ ability to
identify which icon, among a large set, had changed, rather than to
identify how one icon changed; and workload conditions were different.
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with the modiﬁed icons before Step III, it is likely that this
oversight would have been detected. To compensate, we
made minor changes to the CH icons again after Step III,
and informally conﬁrmed the changes with a few test
participants.
4.3. Summary

Fig. 6. Mean identiﬁcation times by icon and condition (N ¼ 12). Mean
values for each condition are 2.6 s (control), 2.7 s (v distractor), and 3.0 s
(v+a distractor).

main effect of icon, and post-hoc comparisons revealed
that identiﬁcation of the CH family icons, and in particular
of CH, took signiﬁcantly longer than for the others.
Indeed, CH was mistaken for CH+ or IN+ four times
more often than those icons were mistaken for CH. Most
importantly, however, the most deliberately intrusive icon
(IN++) was the least affected by workload in terms of
identiﬁcation time.
4.2.5. Correct identification
On average, participants identiﬁed icons correctly in
95.7% of trials with no signiﬁcant impact of condition,
suggesting that participants did learn icon associations
during the brief training period and maintained recall
throughout the session.
4.2.6. Distractor task performance
On average, participants placed one puzzle piece every
4 s in conditions including the visual distractor, independent of condition; for the auditory distractor, participants
also identiﬁed 91.1% of the keywords on average.
Together, these results suggest that participants were
attending to the distractor tasks.
4.2.7. Discussion of auditory effects
We were surprised at the degree to which auditory
information inﬂuenced participants’ performance. While
piloting our Step III Stress Test study, participants
reported using auditory noise from the iFeel to distinguish
between the CH family icons, despite wearing noisecanceling headphones and listening to white noise. Since
we wanted to measure the ability of participants to identify
the icons using their haptic sense, we modiﬁed the icons
after our piloting to reduce the auditory noise they
generated. Unfortunately, the study’s detection time and
identiﬁcation results (reported above) revealed that the
modiﬁcations made the icons less distinguishable from one
another. Had we repeated Step II Perceptual Adjustment

The goals of Step III Stress Test were to determine how
long it would take participants to learn the haptic icons,
how quickly they could detect and identify them in
isolation, and how this ability would be affected by the
addition of workload. Participants on average were able to
learn the icons using a substitute set of labels in less than
3 min, suggesting that learning the icons would be feasible
in the target application. In the absence of other tasks, they
detected and identiﬁed changes in the icons at 1.8 and 2.5 s,
respectively. With the addition of visual and auditory
distractor tasks, detection times increased signiﬁcantly to
4.0 s, while identiﬁcation times increased marginally to
3.0 s. Participants maintained 95.7% accuracy in haptic
icon identiﬁcation regardless of the workload condition in
effect at time of detection. We are unaware of speciﬁc
benchmarks against which to compare these results.
However, intuitively they seemed reasonable and were
sufﬁciently encouraging to move forward with testing the
icons in our intended turn-taking application.
5. Step IV: Application Trial
Having created and validated a set of haptic icons to
support our turn-taking protocol, we deployed them in a
realistic simulation of the target context and conducted an
exploratory observational user study. Below, we report a
mix of qualitative and quantitative ﬁndings which will be
elaborated and generalized in Section 6.
5.1. Approach
Groups of four users completed a sequence of collaborative furniture-layout tasks (using Microsoft Visio, a
diagraming tool) under three conditions that differed in the
amount of haptic and visual turn-taking information
provided. The goal was to compare our protocol mediated
by the traditional visual modality (costly in attention and
screen space) with the potentially less disruptive haptic
channel. To this end, we addressed the following research
questions:
1. Can participants utilize the haptic icons in the context of
our turn-taking protocol, after a modest learning time?
2. How will the different workload conditions impact
collaborative style, equitability of control sharing and
task performance?
3. Which modality (visual, haptic, or combined) will
participants prefer for information about and control
over turn-taking?
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We could have made many other comparisons, for
example contrasting our protocol with the more common
give and take, and with purely verbal mediation of
turn-taking (no protocol or technological support provided). These would have required an even more elaborate
and lengthy study. We felt it was important to ﬁrst
investigate the urgency-based protocol on its own and
secondly compare its haptic and visual instantiations,
before making comparisons to other protocols. Without
this ﬁrst pass aimed at optimizing basic usability, it
would be difﬁcult to ascertain whether technology can
add value here.
To implement our protocol, we modiﬁed an open-source
software application called virtual network computing
(VNC) (RealVNC Ltd., 2006). VNC consists of client
and server applications; using the client, a user can control
the desktop of a remote computer running the server. If
multiple users are viewing the same desktop, the server by
default simply handles keyboard and mouse inputs in the
order in which they arrive, often causing unpredictable
results. No support is provided to help users decide who is
in control. We modiﬁed both the client and server to use
our turn-taking protocol.
5.2. Conditions
All three conditions in our study used the same urgency
protocol. To minimize confounds, the same information
about who is in control or requesting control at a given
urgency is available in each condition:
Visual (V): A User Window (implemented by modifying
VNC) displays who is in control, who has gently and
urgently requested control, and a list of the group
members. This window is visible at all times, unlike the
transient tool-tips or dialog boxes used in current
commercial solutions, in order to provide information
persistence comparable to H below. A custom Button
Bar similarly allows users to request and release control.
Both objects, shown in Fig. 7, persist beside the shared
application window.
Haptic (H): Haptic inputs and feedback are provided as
described in Section 2.3 and Tables 1 and 2. The User
Window from the V condition can also be displayed by
pressing the space bar, but in this condition the window
has to be dismissed before any other actions can be
taken; i.e., it does not persist as in the V condition. This
allows the same information to be available as for V, but
requires the haptic modality to be the ﬁrst source of
information; and additionally allows monitoring of
demand for the additional information.
Haptic+Visual (H+V): This condition combines haptic
input and feedback from the H condition with the
persistent User Window and Button Bar from the V
condition. Participants can use either the Button Bar or
haptic inputs to request and release control.

Fig. 7. User window and button bar.

These conditions are not purely ‘‘Visual’’ or ‘‘Haptic,’’
since both kinesthetic activities and some visuals are
necessarily involved in all cases. Rather, the condition
names distinguish the primary source of turn-taking
information and control. Nor was modality the only
difference: because of sensory differences, it was not
possible to assure that the two conditions were perfectly
balanced in terms of perceptual salience, nor to match their
interaction models (H uses symbolic icons, while V offers a
literal, always-available and more informative view).
Rather, each condition plays to the strength of its
respective sense, with intrusiveness and information content made as similar as possible.
5.3. Study setup
The study was conducted in a graduate student
laboratory. To simulate a distributed setting, participants
were seated at workstations such that they could not easily
see each other. Participants wore Sennheiser HD280
professional headphones and Sony ECM-T115 lapel
microphones routed through a series of audio mixers for
communication with one another. While the headphones
did not have noise-canceling technology, their snug, closedear design made their ability to mufﬂe external noise
comparable to the Bose headphones used in the Step II
Perceptual Adjustment and III Stress Test studies.
When working together, participants in each group used
VNC clients running on Pentium III–IV computers
(733 MHz–2 GHz, and 256–512 MB of RAM). The VNC
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client is not computationally intensive, so task performance
was similar across computers. Each computer had a 1700
LCD display with 1280  1024 screen resolution. The
clients connected via a 100 Mbps LAN to the VNC server,
hosted on a Pentium IV 2.67 GHz, 512 MB computer. All
computers ran Windows XP.
We automated data collection in several ways. The VNC
client and server were instrumented to record all activity
information in log ﬁles. A Linux open-source screen
recording program called vncrec (Hayashi, 2002) captured
groups’ efforts at creating task solutions by accessing the
VNC server. Another Linux open-source program called
transcode (Bitterberg, 2004) was used to create MPEG4
movies of the data. Group conversations were recorded on
audio tape.
5.4. Task
Our task was designed to closely approximate real-world
group collaboration, and several task characteristics were
deemed important. Groups should share a common body
of knowledge, but each individual should possess speciﬁc,
specialized knowledge. Also, while groups should work
towards a well-deﬁned set of goals, there should be
constraints on how the goals can be achieved. Finally,
group members should have conﬂicting interests, but
collaboration should not be adversarial.
To satisfy these characteristics, we created three isomorphic tasks for our three conditions, all involving
furniture layout in a communal work area using Microsoft
Visio. To deepen the collaborative aspect, the three tasks
shared eight ﬁrm constraints that had to be observed as
speciﬁc task goals were met, and another eight soft
constraints that should be observed; perfect solutions were
impossible. For example, a goal in one task was to add
5–10 workstations to an existing room. One of the ﬁrm
constraints (for all tasks) was to maintain three-foot-wide
walkways to each piece of furniture in the room; a soft
constraint was that noisy areas should be distant from
workstations.
Groups were given 20 min to formulate a solution for
each task. All members knew the complete set of goals they
were to achieve, which were provided in written form; each
member was personally responsible for two hard and two
soft constraints. To maximize participation, participants
were responsible for different sets of constraints for each of
the three tasks. The tasks were designed such that creating
a near-optimal solution would be very difﬁcult in the time
given, but that a sufﬁcing solution would be possible.
5.5. Procedure
Participants individually completed a training phase
before working together on the furniture-layout tasks.
First, participants learned how to use Microsoft Visio. We
simpliﬁed its interface to make it easier to learn, hiding all
functions not needed in the study. Participants were given a

brief demonstration that showed how to add, move, rotate,
and remove objects and groups of objects and then used
Visio to complete a brief set of exercises, ensuring that they
understood its use at this level. Next, participants were
trained to identify the haptic signals we used, ﬁrst reading
descriptions of the stimuli and their protocol-based meanings. For this the GUI training application from Step III
Stress Test was reused, with hints added at the bottom of
the screen to help participants learn the associations. When
participants felt they had learned the signals and their
meanings, they proceeded to the learning test, which was
identical to the test used in Step III. Participants again had
to correctly identify 19 out of 21 icons to pass.
The group then completed the three conditions. Each
condition was preceded by a 5-min warm-up period where
the group completed a scripted set of actions to familiarize
themselves with the user interface for that condition.
Groups then spent 20 min working on a furniture-layout
task. After each condition, participants individually
completed a questionnaire and were required to take
5-min rest breaks. At the end of the study, participants
individually completed an overall questionnaire. They were
then interviewed and debriefed as a group.
The study required one 3-h session, for which participants were each paid $25. As an incentive to concentrate
on the tasks, groups were told that their task solutions
would be evaluated, and the top 1/4 of the groups would
each receive a $40 bonus.
5.6. Design and participants
A within-subjects design was used so that participants
could compare the modalities in the three conditions. We
adopted a ‘‘2  2+1’’ design: the V and H conditions were
counterbalanced, as were two out of the three layout tasks,
but the remaining task was always paired with the H+V
condition, and this was always the last condition presented.
By placing this condition last, we were able to record and
ask which modality participants relied on, having had
equal exposure to the other two approaches, and at the
same time reduce condition explosion.
To simulate real-world group composition and better
understand the impact of the conditions on groups with
different backgrounds, we recruited participants according
to several constraints. Each group had to have at least one
male and one female, and all members had to be
acquainted with one another. Additionally, we required
diversity in degree of technical background across groups.
Participants were not screened with respect to Visio
experience because our interface permitted only novice
behavior. We rejected any individual familiar with haptic
stimuli similar to those used in our study.
We limited experiment size to four groups, and thus our
results are based on four groups  four users  three
conditions  20 min ¼ 16 h of user data. While a larger
sample would have provided greater statistical power, the
cost of running each group was very high in terms of
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recruitment effort and analysis time as well as participant
compensation and equipment rentals. This was an initial
exploration of a very new concept, and it seemed likely that
the results would indicate adjustments prior to a more
comprehensive commitment. Therefore, rather than striving for a homogenous sample we emphasized group
diversity in technical background and gender, in order to
maximize insight into how our protocol will fare in a realworld working environment. Given the small number of
groups, we expected to rely exclusively on descriptive
statistics. However, for completeness we did conduct
analysis of variance (ANOVA) on our dependent measures
where appropriate, and report the statistically signiﬁcant
results.
5.7. Dependent measures
We measured learning effort through the amount of time
spent exploring the haptic stimuli and the number of
attempts required to pass the learning test. We measured
aspects of collaboration through the time spent in control
before releasing or losing it, the time spent waiting for
control after submitting a gentle or urgent request, and
frequency data such as the number of requests for control.
To gauge task performance, we evaluated the task
solutions according to how well they satisﬁed the speciﬁed
goals while respecting constraints.
We also collected qualitative subjective data relating to
the dependent measures from questionnaires and poststudy interview data. The questionnaires consisted of
Likert-scale and open-ended questions, and requested
participants to rank the conditions in order of preference.
5.8. Results
5.8.1. Group composition
Four groups of four participants participated in the
study (eight male and eight female participants). Participants were university students aged 18–41, had normal
tactile sensitivity, used the mouse with the right hand, and
had not participated in our earlier studies. They exhibited a
variety of haptics exposure: six reported none, six used
game controllers with vibrotactile displays, three had used
other haptic devices, and one did not respond to the
question. Each group is described below:







The Engineers (three males, one female) had taken over
a year of undergraduate engineering courses together,
participated jointly in extracurricular activities, and kept
in touch even though one participant had changed
faculties.
The Long-Time Friends (two males, two females) were
each majoring in a different area. They had known each
other since secondary school and attended religious
services, played sports, and took courses together.
The Teachers (one male, three females) were completing
their Education degrees, as part of a cohort of
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approximately 40 people who took all their classes
together for 1 year.
The Graduate Students (two males, two females) consisted of two male–female pairs from different research
labs in computer science and electrical engineering. The
two pairs did not know each other; we permitted this
due to recruitment difﬁculty.

5.8.2. Learning and using haptic stimuli
The learning component of the study was designed to
ensure that participants could achieve a threshold level of
performance within a reasonable amount of time, rather
than (as in Step III Stress Test) test how quickly
participants could learn the haptic signals. Therefore,
participants were encouraged to learn ‘‘carefully’’ rather
than ‘‘quickly.’’
Learning time was calculated as the time spent exploring
the haptic stimuli in the GUI training application. As in
Step III Stress Test, the learning test itself was not
included. Learning times ranged from 51 to 270 s (mean
135 s, std. dev. 64 s); the range, mean, and standard
deviation all show an improvement over the Step III
results, which suggests that the association process is
facilitated by the provision of compatible icon meanings.
Indeed, we observed that three of the ﬁve participants with
the longest learning times required only one attempt to
pass the learning test; this fact and our conservative task
instructions suggest that learning times could have been
even lower.
5.8.3. Collaborative style
We were interested in the impact of condition on
collaborative indicators such as the distribution of the
different methods for acquiring control, the frequency of
control transfer, and the inﬂuence of those methods on
wait times.
Methods of acquiring control: Fig. 8 shows the distribution of methods for acquiring control used for each
condition. The ﬁgure shows a clear preference for gentle
requests over takes and urgent requests in all conditions:
gentle requests accounted for 60–73% of all acquisition
requests made when control was held by another. A twofactor repeated-measures ANOVA (three acquisition
methods  three conditions) conﬁrmed a signiﬁcant effect
of method (F2,6 ¼ 17.401, p ¼ 0.003, partial Z2 ¼ 0.853)4
with Bonferroni corrected post-hoc pair-wise comparisons
suggesting that gentle requests dominated urgent requests
(p ¼ 0.054) and takes (p ¼ 0.093).
Besides gentle requests, urgent requests, and takes,
participants could also directly obtain control. The obtain
category includes any control acquisition when no one was
already in control. We cannot determine from the data
when participants knew someone was in control or not; for
4
As appropriate, all analyses of variance of performance data in this
experiment were conducted at the group level, treating each group as one
unit of analysis.
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Table 3
Number of changes in control by condition (N ¼ 16)

Engineers
Long-Time Friends
Teachers
Graduate Students
Average
Standard deviation
a

Fig. 8. Distribution of non-verbal methods for requesting control, shown
by % of total with absolute values noted (N ¼ 16). These do not include
directly Obtained Controls, which are 12, 39, and 46 for V, H, H+V,
respectively.

example, a take when one believes someone else is in
control may represent an aggressive collaborative style,
whereas in the latter situation it is simply one of three
methods of assuming control when no one else has it. As a
result, Fig. 8 lists values for obtains in its caption but does
not plot them.
We expected that most of the time a participant would
retain control until someone else requested it. However, the
graduate students adopted a practice in their second
condition whereby they each released control as soon as
they had ﬁnished their task; this accounts for the large
increase in obtain counts in the H and H+V conditions.
Further study is needed to see whether this approach would
be widely adopted in extended use.
The distribution of takes and urgent requests in Fig. 8
was also unexpected. In the V condition, takes dominated
urgent requests (37% compared to 2%), whereas in the
H and H+V conditions they were used more equally
(16%/16% and 16%/12%, respectively). Despite its lack of
statistical signiﬁcance we did explore possible reasons for
this intriguing behavior. For example, an urgent request
might not have been salient enough in the V condition,
where the requester’s name moved into the box labeled
Urgent Request. If that were the case, however, one would
still have expected groups to attempt to use the urgent
request before resorting to take or to verbal methods of
acquiring control. However, only one urgent request was
made across all groups in the condition.
In summary, the data show evidence of our protocol’s
key feature, the graded request: across all conditions
participants made use of gentle requests, but also resorted
to strong methods at a lower but still important rate
(67.3%, 10.8% and 21.8%, respectively, for gentle, urgent
and take). The different conditions did appear to affect the
distribution of the stronger requests made, but more
research will be required to clarify our results on that point.

Visual

Haptic

Haptic+Visual

13
20
8a
9a
12.50
5.45

22a
18a
20
21
20.25
1.71

17
25
18
29
22.25
5.74

Condition seen ﬁrst.

Frequency and timing of turnover: Across all groups and
conditions, the number of control changes ranged from 8
to 29. As shown in Table 3, there were nearly twice as many
changes in the H and H+V conditions compared to the V
condition, but little additional change between H and
H+V; a repeated-measures ANOVA approached signiﬁcance (F2,6 ¼ 4.552, p ¼ 0.063, partial Z2 ¼ 0.603). This
suggests that haptics may facilitate more frequent turnover
of control.
Increased turnover could indicate that participants
found the haptic feedback irritating rather than informative. To examine whether this was the case, we analyzed the
responses from a questionnaire conducted after the (ﬁnal)
H+V condition, where participants rated several statements on a Likert scale. Fourteen out of 16 participants
disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement, ‘‘The
haptic feedback was too strong.’’ Only two out of 16
agreed that ‘‘The haptic feedback was distracting’’ and
none strongly agreed. In addition, 11 out of 16 agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement, ‘‘I easily recognized
what each haptic signal meant’’ with 4/5 of the remaining
participants rating the statement as neutral. These ﬁndings,
combined with the fact that none of our users mentioned in
the post-study interview having experienced irritation when
receiving a request for control, suggest that the haptic
feedback was an effective method of facilitating control
turnover rather than an irritant. However, we did not ask
participants directly about their level of irritation on the
questionnaires.
Considered by modality (Tables 4 and 5), gentle requests
made in the H and H+V conditions were responded to
more quickly than in V: a repeated-measures ANOVA
showed a signiﬁcant effect of condition (F2,6=6.747,
p=0.029, partial Z2=0.692) but Bonferroni corrected
post-hoc pair-wise comparisons were not statistically
signiﬁcant. Only one urgent request was made in the V
condition, making a statistical comparison across conditions impossible. Averaged across all conditions, controlholders were more responsive to urgent requests, releasing
control in an average of 19.4 s as opposed to 29.3 s for
gentle requests. While encouraging, this comparison was
not statistically signiﬁcant.
In summary, conditions including haptic signaling
seemed to speed control turnover across request methods,
which could indicate a generally more dynamic (quicker
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Table 4
Gentle requestor’s perspective: average time (s) from a gentle request until
gaining control, by group and condition (N ¼ 16)

Engineers
Long-Time Friends
Teachers
Graduate Students
Column sum/number of groups
Standard deviation

Visual

Haptic

Haptic+Visual

111.4
46.8
24.3
50.0
58.1
37.3

39.5
23.8
28.0
4.3
23.9
14.6

8.6
5.9
6.4
3.0
6.0
2.3
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Table 6
Control holder’s perspective: average time (s) in control before releasing
control, by group and condition (N ¼ 16)

Engineers
Long-Time Friends
Teachers
Graduate Students
Column sum/number of groups
Standard deviation

Visual

Haptic

Haptic+Visual

96.3
57.8
153.5
109.8
104.3
39.5

50.1
63.9
55.6
33.4
50.8
12.9

69.1
49.6
70.5
35.8
56.3
16.6

Unweighted table average is 29.3 s.

Unweighted table average is 70.5 s.

Table 5
Urgent requestor’s perspective: average time (s) from an urgent request
until gaining control, by group and condition (N ¼ 16)

Table 7
Equitability of control time: spread of percentage of time in control,
between group members most and least in control (%, N ¼ 16, or 4 per
group)

Engineers
Long-Time Friends
Teachers
Graduate Students
Column sum/number of groups
Standard deviation

Visual

Haptic

Haptic+Visual

–
–
67.0
–
67.0
–

7.2
1.0
33.0
–
13.7
17.0

22.0
3.5
2.0
–
9.2
11.1

‘‘–’’ denotes no urgent requests made.
Unweighted table average is 19.4 s.

turnover) and equitable (uniform time-sharing) style than
with V alone.
5.8.4. Equitability of sharing control
Although control turnover was higher in the presence of
haptics, we further wanted to know whether haptics
promoted equitability of control amongst team members.
By examining how much time participants spent both in
control and waiting for control, we can see that the
collaboration dynamics changed across the conditions.
The average amount of time a participant spent in
control of Visio in any one turn, before releasing or
losing control, was noticeably larger in V than the other
conditions (Table 6). A comparison of group means yielded
a signiﬁcant main effect of condition (F2,6 ¼ 5.849,
p ¼ 0.039, partial Z2 ¼ 0.661) but Bonferroni corrected
post-hoc pair-wise comparisons were not signiﬁcant.
Examination of the overall percentage of time each
participant was in control under each condition revealed an
interesting ﬁnding. For each group, a spread was calculated
by subtracting the lowest time-in-control percentage (of the
participants in the group) from the greatest (Table 7). We
observed that the spreads were larger in V as compared to
H+V and especially the H condition. Statistical analysis
with a repeated-measures ANOVA yielded a main effect of
condition (F2,6 ¼ 37.405, po0.001, partial Z2 ¼ 0.926),
with post-hoc pair-wise comparisons showing that the
spread was signiﬁcantly larger in V than in H (p ¼ 0.011)
and H+V (p ¼ 0.014).

Engineers
Long-Time Friends
Teachers
Graduate Students
Column sum/number of groups
Standard deviation

Visual

Haptic

Haptic+Visual

0.44
0.39
0.39
0.47
0.42
0.04

0.23
0.25
0.13
0.25
0.22
0.06

0.35
0.24
0.22
0.35
0.29
0.07

Smaller spreads indicate more even sharing.
Unweighted table average is 0.31 s.

Table 8
Condition preference: number of subjects who ranked a given condition
ﬁrst/second/third (N ¼ 16)

Obtaining control
Conveying state
Overall

Visual

Haptic

Haptic+Visual

1/7/8
4/6/6
2/8/6

4/5/7
1/5/10
2/4/10

11/4/1
11/5/0
12/4/0

Together these results suggest that control is shared
more evenly in the presence of the haptic version of our
turn-taking protocol, for this task.
5.8.5. Participant preferences
Condition rankings: At the experiment’s end, participants
ranked the three conditions in order of preference for
acquiring control, for displaying the turn-taking state, and
for overall preference. Table 8 shows that the H+V
condition was strongly preferred overall (12 participants)
as compared to the two single-modality conditions, which
each received an equal number of overall ﬁrst-order
rankings (two participants each). While H+V was thus
most favored for both acquiring control and displaying
state (11 participants), the H condition was the next
preferred for acquiring control (and indeed, was most
used); whereas for displaying state, the V condition was
next preferred. It thus appears that the H and V conditions
may have differentially supported these two subtasks.
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Table 9
Questionnaire results: Likert response results are shown averaged by condition
No.

V

H

H+V

Question text, as seen by participant

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

4.0
2.4
2.8
4.0
4.1
4.3
4.0
3.3
3.3
4.1
3.3
2.9
2.8

3.9
2.7
2.7
4.1
4.0
4.3
4.1
3.8
4.1
3.5
2.3
2.6
2.5
2.3
2.6
3.4
2.8
4.0
2.9
3.7

4.2
2.1
2.2
4.3
4.2
4.0
4.4
3.9
4.1
4.0
3.3
2.8
2.8
1.9
2.6
3.9
2.4
4.1
2.9
3.9

I obtained control in a reasonable amount of time
I didn’t remain in control long enough
Sharing control was frustrating
My group shared control ﬂuidly
I was able to express my opinion
My group members listened to my opinion
When I moved from waiting for control to being in control, I noticed it quickly
When someone gently requested control from me, I noticed it quickly
When someone urgently requested control from me, I noticed it quickly
When I was in control and lost control, I noticed it quickly
I constantly monitored [opened] the User Window when someone asked me for control
I constantly monitored [opened] the User Window when I was waiting for control
I constantly monitored [opened] the User Window when I was neither in control nor waiting for control
The haptic feedback was too strong
The haptic feedback was too subtle
The haptic feedback felt pleasant
The haptic feedback was distracting
My group successfully addressed the demands and constraints of the task
If multiple people could access Visio at the same time, our solution would have been better
If we were working face to face, our solution would have been better

3.6
3.1
3.8

After completing the indicated condition, participants were asked to rate the associated question on a scale of 1–5, where 1 ¼ strongly disagree;
5 ¼ strongly agree (N ¼ 16).
The order of the H, V conditions was counterbalanced, while H+V was always administered last.
Cells are blank where the question was not applicable to that condition.
[] Indicate alternate wording used in different conditions.

When asked to justify their overall rankings, some
participants who ranked H+V highest commented that the
haptic feedback notified them of changes in state, while the
User Window indicated who was in control or requesting
control; due to this, for example, an inactive user (neither
in control or waiting) cannot conﬁrm haptically that no one
is in control. One participant noted the lack of haptic
feedback when no one was in control, and sometimes
opened the User Window to conﬁrm that fact. Another
reported that difﬁculty arose occasionally in the H
condition when the person gaining control was not who
the person releasing control expected it would be, based on
the audio dialog.
Self-reported use of user window: The questions asked
after each condition and their results are shown in Table 9.
Despite commenting in the interview that they desired the
User Window to be visible, participants did not report
using it heavily in the H condition, where it was not
continually visible (Questions 11–13); and in fact, the
number of times the User Window was actually opened in
the H condition was on average fewer than three times/20 min
per participant. Questionnaire results also suggest that
participants monitored the User Window less in H when
busy (in control with someone waiting) than in other states
when they were more likely to be ‘‘idling’’.
In summary, participants preferred H+V overall, and
appeared to want access to some of the detailed information available only visually in the current implementation;
and the pattern of H and V condition preference in

Table 10
Normalized task scores (N ¼ 16)

Engineers
Long-Time Friends
Teachers
Graduate Students
Average
Standard deviation
a

Visual

Haptic

Haptic+Visual

0.69
0.60
0.22a
0.41a
0.48
0.21

0.28a
0.44a
0.70
0.79
0.55
0.23

0.84
0.65
0.73
0.83
0.76
0.09

Condition seen ﬁrst.

conjunction with self-reported and actual usage patterns
suggest that that these conditions might differentially
support monitoring and control acquisition functionalities.
5.8.6. Task performance
For completeness, we checked task performance across
conditions, even though large effects were not expected out
of 20 min segments. Task solutions were evaluated for how
well they satisﬁed the task goals, while following the
speciﬁed hard and soft constraints. Points were awarded
for satisfying goals and deducted for failing constraints.
We estimated maximum possible scores with previously
generated reference solutions.
Each group’s task solutions were scored (one per
condition), and the resulting scores were divided by the
reference solution scores (Table 10). Not surprisingly, a
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learning effect was evident between the ﬁrst and second
conditions completed.
We also checked to ensure that there was no effect of
task in the ﬁrst two conditions, which were counterbalanced for task as well as condition order: the mean
scores on those two tasks were 0.50 and 0.54, respectively.
Thus, apart from learning effects, the different modalities
did not appear to impact task performance in this study.
5.9. Summary
Our four-group study showed that modality impacted
group behavior. In particular, haptics increased control
turnover rate and resulted in more uniform time-in-control
across group membership, potentially indicating a more
dynamic collaborative style. Participants preferred combined modalities for mediation of turn-taking overall, and
secondarily, H for acquiring control and V for displaying
state. Participants learned the haptic icons in well under
3 min, and condition (modality) did not impact task
performance.
6. Discussion and future work
In this section, we discuss the usability of the haptic
icons we developed, our reﬂections on our haptic icon
reﬁnement process, and the turn-taking protocol we
designed. We also comment on directions for ongoing
and future work related to each of these three areas.
6.1. Usability of haptic icons
6.1.1. Learnability and performance
In our studies, participants were able to learn the set of
seven haptic icons with a speed and accuracy which we
found surprising. In the absence of hints to guide learning,
participants in Step III Stress Test learned the icons in an
average of 177 s; in Step IV Application Trial, with hints
but also encouragement to learn carefully rather than
quickly, participants only required an average of 135 s, a
23% decrease. While we are not aware of suitable
benchmarks to provide a speciﬁcation, intuitively this
learning time compares positively with what users are often
asked to commit to learning speciﬁc aspects of a new
application or device. Further, in our own informal lab
experience, learning time tends to improve with longer term
exposure to haptic stimuli; so our results may be a lower
bound.
In situ, task performance in Step IV Application Trial
was not measurably affected by the modality used to
mediate turn-taking; and subjectively, users in most ways
accepted the icons and were able to utilize them for
communication. These together support an overall conclusion that participants seemed able to easily adapt to using
the haptic icons. This implies that the icons could be
applied in a real-world setting with similar results,
especially given that participants in Step IV had diverse
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technical backgrounds and academic foci. A broader
implication of these results is that deploying a welldesigned set of haptic icons in consumer applications
should be feasible.
6.1.2. Multitasking
Participants showed an impressive ability to detect and
identify changes in the haptic icons under workload. While
performing the visual and auditory distractor tasks in Step
III Stress Test, participants still only required an average of
4.3 s to notice a change in the haptic icon being presented.
They also maintained over 95% accuracy in identifying
haptic icons regardless of workload. As with the learning
time, it is reasonable to anticipate that with longer exposure,
identiﬁcation times and accuracy would also further
improve. More generally, adequacy of identiﬁcation timing
will be related to speciﬁc task bandwidth, for example, the
duration of non-interruptible task units and time-criticality
of interactions: 4 s is probably ﬁne for Visio, but not for an
action video game. A means of modeling permissible latency
using this approach would be a useful future contribution.
Icon identity was collected through a modal dialog box;
therefore, the dependence of identiﬁcation time on workload represented context switching rather than simultaneous multitasking. In some contexts, this may be a
realistic approximation: by noticing the change, users have
made this the primary focus of attention and ‘‘backgrounded’’ what they were previously occupied with. A
different question which will be harder to test is whether
with more use, users will be able to carry out and
appropriately respond to stimuli without engaging attentive processes at all.
6.1.3. Subjective responses to our haptic feedback
When used in their application context, were our haptic
signals useful, irritating, or distracting to recipients? Did
sending a haptic message feel appropriately professional or
perhaps too intimate? For a shy user, will pressing a button
which s/he knows will gently ‘buzz’ the current ﬂoor-holder
seem more or less intrusive and distasteful than interrupting the whole group with a soft-spoken verbal cue? Some of
these possibilities did not emerge until analysis time, so we
are left to build our inferences from the questions we asked
as well as reference to other work.
Irritation and Intrusion: In their questionnaire responses
(Table 9), users tended to agree that haptic feedback was
pleasant but too subtle, and to disagree that it was too
strong or distracting. This undermines the idea that the
higher turnover rate when requests were made haptically
derived from irritation: rather, it appears that users wished
the feedback was more intrusive. This still leaves unclear
whether ‘‘slightly unpleasant’’ was appropriate for intentionally intrusive stimuli: it is possible that senders and/or
recipients may have perceived them as rude. A possible
beneﬁt of the training we used is that through repeated
exposure, users could learn how to moderate their own use
of the haptic stimuli.
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Intimacy: Other works have demonstrated conveying
intimate physical contact through a remote haptic link
(Brave and Dahley, 1997; Yohanan et al., 2005, Smith and
MacLean, 2007); but they have done this using continuous
interactive forces designed to promote a sense of connection, rather than our asynchronous buzzes. Smith and
MacLean (2007) further notes that an intimate mediating
metaphor (holding hands) leads to a more intimate-feeling
connection. The impersonal metaphors used here, combined with participants’ rating of the haptic feedback as
‘‘pleasant,’’ suggests that these interactions were not
perceived as intimate. But this deserves a look in the
future, with attention to individual reactions which might
vary, for example, by personality, gender distribution and
power level.
Clarity: Some participants indicated a preference for
greater signal clarity and strength. This presents a
challenge, since simply turning up the amplitude tends to
jeopardize esthetics and be disruptive. The answer might lie
in future haptic display technologies designed to be
expressive without the ‘‘buzz’’, for example (Kaaresoja
et al., 2006; Pasquero et al., 2007) and, more generally,
devices capable of a wider range of sensations which can
increase distinctiveness across a set. Looking forward, we
anticipate the creation of novel display hardware that will
eventually support the variety of sensations our haptic
sense is able to capture from the real world. In parallel with
such developments, it may also prove important to
explicitly consider subjective factors such as esthetics in a
step of the evaluation process with another or modiﬁed
step in Fig. 1.

effort which seemed reasonable given the novelty of
both the media and the application. While not a
validation of the process, it is encouraging. Moreover,
the process provided interim evidence that our usability
concerns were being addressed, and conﬁrmation in the
form of Step IV’s Application Trial good usability
results.
(2) The process provided guidance and showed convergence and thus it had an impact. The process supplied
iteration loops with evaluative feedback points (Fig. 1,
dashed arrows), and the evaluation results and any
adjustments they suggested were generally consistent
with later ﬁndings. At a number of points, evaluations
indicated that stimuli needed to be changed; following
these directives corresponded to an absence of later
problems, whereas when we skipped a ﬁnal evaluative
step, a problem resulted which would certainly have
been detected and repair of which unnecessarily
delayed our progress. Generally, if in Step II Perceptual
Adjustment one cannot get a good icon set, one may
have to revert to Step I Initial Prototyping and choose
different metaphors. The line from Step III Stress Test
to Step II is for re-checking the perceptual differences
in the icon set following an adjustment (this is the one
we missed when we changed the Change in Control
stimuli to make them less audible, see Section 4.2).
Finally, there are lines from Step IV Application Trial
to Steps II and I, for larger iterations when the icons
are not as successful in the real world as hoped, but in
this case study our icons seem to have converged on
good values by Step IV.

6.2. Reflections on our icon refinement process

What we cannot say, given this experience, is that this
is the only or best possible means of obtaining these
beneﬁts (it is just the ﬁrst); or that in terms of reﬁnement,
it can take an initial stimulus set to a ‘global maximum’
of performance. Its forte is clearly in local optimization.
A designer still needs to start from roughly the right
place, ever more so as vocabulary size increases, which is
not easy.
In summary, we have evidence that this systematic icon
reﬁnement process contributes value. Our experience in
developing the haptic icons for this application has been
crucial for planned additional iterations on the process
development, seeking ways to make it more efﬁcient and
effective.

Overall, our four-step process for icon reﬁnement and
evaluation under successively more speciﬁc and demanding
experiment scenarios, summarized in Fig. 1, provided the
type and level of guiding and/or conﬁrmatory feedback we
sought from it. While it is not possible to consider a
quantitative measure of this process’ success in the absence
of a benchmark for comparison, our case study experience
of its strengths and weaknesses leads to a number of
concrete observations on its impact and value, as well as its
generalizability and ways to improve it.
6.2.1. Evidence of process value
Using the current case study, we can evaluate process
value from the perspectives of: (1) the quality of result the
process delivered (i.e. ﬁnal icon set usability) and (2) an
examination of the impact of our navigation of the
‘roadmap’ provided by the process relative to a path not
informed by the checks it lays out.
(1) As described in Section 6.1, we evolved a set of icons
that were apparently usable (learnable, recognizable,
detectable and utilized) in a realistic application
context, with an amount of development and evaluative

6.2.2. Generalizability of process
To what extent can the steps we used in the present case
study be generalized to other icon design challenges? We
comment in turn on each step.
Step I (Initial Prototyping): We employed one possible
vehicle for choosing the initial stimulus-meaning pairings
for our turn-taking protocol, namely a metaphor-based,
family-oriented approach. To formalize this step, there is a
critical need for the haptics and HCI communities to
jointly map the large space of haptic stimulus and icon
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design, and support it with heuristics, such as those gleanable
from (van Erp, 2002; Swindells et al., 2005; Brown et al.,
2006a, b; Luk et al., 2006), as well as prototyping tools (e.g.,
Enriquez and MacLean, 2003; Swindells et al., 2006) and
perceptual foundations (in the manner of Tan et al., 1999,
2003; Enriquez and MacLean, 2004, 2007; Pasquero, 2006;
Dixon et al., 2007; Enriquez et al., 2007).
While our initial prototyping approach appears to have
been successful in this case study, one speciﬁc avenue of
future investigation will be to compare it to symbolic (as
opposed to semantic) and/or perceptually ﬂat (as opposed
to clustered) set construction, examining how effectively
each approach generalizes to larger sets and the learnability
of the icons developed using each approach; as in Enriquez
and MacLean, 2008.
Step II (Perceptual Adjustment): We employed a wellvalidated and efﬁcient mechanism to ascertain how users
will perceive the icon candidates as a set. This early step is
application-independent and thus generalizable. A recently
developed augmentation supports this technique’s scaling
to handle much larger icon set sizes (80–100), further
broadening its applicability (Ternes, 2007).
Future work will involve investigating statistical measures that could be used in conjunction with MDS to
determine whether two stimuli are indeed perceptually
different and thus provide a clear indication of maximized
set size and adequate perceptual spacing of families and
family members. Such a metric will further enhance the
generalizability of this step.
Step III (Stress Test): Multitasking, high workload
environments are likely to be typical of the applications
where haptic icons will provide value. While a workload
evaluation will generally need to be customized to capture
key aspects of a speciﬁc environment or task, we expect
that an environmental context will often share important
features with the one modeled in this case study, and thus
this mechanism for ‘‘stress testing’’ can serve as a useful
starting template. We note that one likely improvement to
the generalizability of Step III will be to control workload
at a ﬁner resolution, for example by investigating more
than the two levels of workload which we did.
Step IV (Application Trial): A realistic simulation of the
sort executed here seems the best compromise between the
options of an even more realistic ﬁeld test, and a simpler,
more abstracted and controlled laboratory setup. In a
realistic simulation we encounter many of the unexpected
subtleties of the actual environment; the effort involved in
such a simulation, though considerable, is less than for a
ﬁeld trial, and offers more opportunities for manipulating
variables of interest in a relatively controlled and
observable environment. In the other direction, our level
of simulation trades the solid conclusions available from
simpler laboratory setups with their greater control and
larger datasets, for more ecologically valid as well as
nuanced observations.
While the setup will need to be customized to every new
application context, as for Step III Stress Test, the general
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structure can follow a common model. One ‘win’ in the
overall process is that, as shown here, streamlined versions
of the earlier steps can be efﬁciently used for training Step
IV participants in the new tools prior to engaging in the
real task.
6.2.3. Streamlining steps in process
As mentioned previously, when minor changes are made
to an icon set anywhere downstream, an additional round
of perceptual testing (Steps II Perceptual Adjustment and
III Stress Test) may be needed to identify unintended setwide consequences. It would therefore be useful to devise a
means of combining Steps II Perceptual Adjustment and III
Stress Test in order to reduce the II2III iterations
required. One approach could be to simulate varying
workload during the Step II MDS task by limiting the time
participants are given to categorize the stimuli, or engaging
them with a distractor task, thus requiring them to make
more instinctive judgments. This would be more conservative than the current process, wherein Step III places more
emphasis on transitions that are important for a speciﬁc
application.
Elsewhere, we note that Step IV Application Trial as
executed here could jeopardize the goal of ‘‘reasonable
effort.’’ Simulating and studying an application context to
mine it for procedural, social and modality insights for a
new medium is labor-intensive. However, in production use
with the whole process validated and the basic premise of
haptic icons more accepted and understood (where we
hope we will soon be), this step might not be necessary, or
it might be done differently. For example, if one needs
simply to test signals in a real-world design scenario
without much control, and access to just a few accepted
observational or quantitative data channels, the context
would not need to be simulated; a designer might proceed
directly to a Step V ﬁeld trial.
6.3. Multimodal support for an urgency-based turn-taking
protocol
6.3.1. The utility of expressing urgency
Usage of graded-urgency requests: Our primary quantitative ﬁndings regarding turn-taking were that ﬁrstly, as
predicted, users did choose gentle requests most often to
request control, and secondly, that they also used stronger
assertive methods when they felt it necessary: urgent
requests and takes accounted for approximately one-third
of all requests for control. This degree of strong requests is
even more marked given that users made urgent requests
even when these did not consistently speed up response
(more below). Graded request urgency was clearly utilized.
An interesting further study would be to see whether one
could manipulate the 1:2 ratio of strong to gentle requests
found here by making the overall task more or less urgent;
for example, for time-critical, higher stakes or higher
entertainment value tasks we would expect a more
balanced ratio. Labeling presents another possible variable.
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If ‘‘urgent’’ had been described as ‘‘ask again’’ would
participants have used it more broadly, would they have
perceived it as nagging, or would they ﬁnd their own usage
patterns independently of initial coaching?
Response time: Self-report responses, consistent across
conditions but small and statistically insigniﬁcant, showed
a 0.2 pt increase in Likert scale agreement that controlholders noticed an urgent request quickly relative to a
gentle request (Table 9). More data would be useful
here, including a longitudinal view of responsiveness
with increased protocol familiarity. We also conjecture
that users might perceive they have successfully expressed
urgency based on how it feels to ask as well as the
consequence, akin to the way we are alleged to strike
computer keys harder when writing emphatic words.
The physicality of our request modality might have
supported this.
Support of collaboration: In self-reports averaged across
conditions, users reported a low level of frustration in
sharing control, and agreed that their group shared control
ﬂuidly. On the whole, they felt they got control fast
enough, disagreed that their time-in control was too short,
and believed they quickly noticed when advancing off the
queue. These observations and their degree, together with
the absence of contradicting answers to the questions we
asked, contribute to a sense that users were overall positive
about the level of collaboration they were able to achieve in
this task but that improvements are certainly possible.
In summary, our results altogether do support investing
in a more extensive study of this approach to turn-taking.
Extrapolating to expected behavior in real scenarios where
users are vested in results, we hypothesize that the
availability of choices other than silence or a strong
interruption might allow higher-stakes collaboration to be
intense without becoming adversarial, showing more
marked impact of an urgency-based protocol. The next
logical steps will be to compare our protocol both to other
turn-taking protocols in more intense tasks, and to face-toface collaboration, with the goal of the latter being the
establishment of comparable benchmarks for performance
in managing ﬂoor control in non-colocated situations
without technological mediation.
6.3.2. Impact of mediation modality
Equality of conditions: The H and V conditions differed
by primary modality (visuomotor for V, purely motor for
H) and design; it was impossible to perfectly match their
perceptual loudness, information content, and interaction
techniques. To make our comparisons fair, we strove to
make each condition as optimal as possible rather than the
same. For example, we could have made the User Window
blink or change color upon key request changes, but felt
the increased distraction would be negative overall; the
iFeel did vary haptic salience to express urgency level,
because otherwise this difference could not be conveyed at
all. The H condition involved an iconic notiﬁcation model
and minimal information, whereas in V, information was

provided literally, in detail and at all times. Further work
will need to examine the impact of these factors; for
example, in light of our observations, we speculate that a
visual display showing urgent requests with more salience
might have been acceptable, and reduced the need for
monitoring.
H improves turnover and equity: In Step IV Application
Trial, haptic mediation increased overall control turnover
and seemed to promote equitability in control time across
users; we view both as positive effects in the context of this
‘‘democratic’’ task. We hypothesize that users must have
found the H method of control exchange either less
cumbersome or in some sense more informative: since no
condition compelled users to relinquish control faster or
more often, an increase in either overall turnover frequency
or use of a speciﬁc method was presumably by preference.
Preference for full information: Users wanted the User
Window, with its details of the current request queue,
visible but stated they used it less in haptic conditions; and
in fact accessed it infrequently in H. Thus the added effort
to open the User Window in the H condition was at least
perceived as a usability impediment. This leaves open the
question of whether in the long term, easy availability is
positive (does no harm and contributes subjective beneﬁts
like conﬁdence or general awareness), negative (a distraction and waste of screen space), or merely a ‘‘crutch’’ (it
will simply slow down the rate at which users learn a novel
interface and the haptic modality).
Similarly, users did report opening the User Window
least in H relative to other conditions when in control with
a queue (Table 9, Questions 11–13); i.e., when they were
most busy, as opposed to idling. This might indicate either
that the additional information was not really needed, or
that the deﬁcit was inconvenient but manageable. A longer,
harder task (to reveal performance differences) might
resolve both questions.
Synergistic functions: When asked which modality they
preferred overall, participants consistently chose H+V;
and secondarily they noted H was best for obtaining
control, and V for conveying state. This result, together
with User Window preferences, supports the notion that
these two subtasks are different and that our H and V
conditions are good for different things. As noted above, V
affords detailed state monitoring, but has the potential
downside of distraction during an engrossing task,
particularly when in control. We had theorized that H
would allow users to monitor the general queue state
without visual competition, and that this would often be
enough. Learning and familiarity might be at issue, as well
as how the desire for detail relates to role or place in queue.
Here, a longitudinal study would be informative; or
conversely, exploring the impact of adding participant
identiﬁcation information to the haptic stimuli with more
expressive display technology.
Control acquisition: What makes H better for control
acquisition? In addition to modality, the interaction
differed somewhat: the iFeel used two unlabeled custom
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buttons to achieve ﬁve functions, most of which were
accessed frequently. V’s cursor-controlled Button Bar had
a unique labeled button for each function, which on the
surface should have made it more functionally clear. The
most likely explanations are: (a) the H button interaction
was faster (no mouse movement), and/or more natural
(button functions were easy to use), and (b) H’s manual
nature and its speciﬁc button arrangement co-located with
haptic state display eased users’ visual loading. Both
possibilities need to be taken forward.
In summary, we have observed concrete support for our
theory that haptic mediation can enhance usability both
perceptually and socially, because its use of a different
sensory modality than the primary task makes it less
disruptive. The details of how users used the different
modalities and for what purpose give useful insights into
future design iterations, as well as raising questions for
further study. Participants preferred H+V overall, desiring
access to the detailed information available only visually in
the current implementation and wanting the more direct
action request model offered by H. Individuals were able to
consciously access haptic signal content under simulated
task workload despite the short learning time, and evidence
for other sensory modalities lead us to speculate that
haptically presented content may also be acted upon
without the user’s awareness (Merikle et al., 2001; Rensink,
2004). Socially, we have identiﬁed issues of perceived
intimacy and etiquette which need to be kept in mind when
designing interactions in which unassertive users can be
more comfortable in requesting control, and domineering
users more aware of others’ needs.
A logical next step is a longitudinal study, to neutralize
learning effects and allow a more demanding and
prolonged task with measurable outcomes for performance, fatigue and group dynamics.
7. Conclusions
Our goal in this research was to explore whether haptics
could help to support non-verbal communication among
distributed collaborators. We found a testbed in our
development process in the problem of negotiating control
of a shared single-user application, where we posited that
using non-verbal means to express urgency of request
would positively impact collaboration transparency and
dynamics.
The haptic implementation of our turn-taking protocol
beneﬁted from a systematic user-based reﬁnement process,
which emphasized perceptual adjustment of the emergent
prototype haptic icon set under conditions that moved
progressively from abstract to realistic. We anticipate that
this process, and others which will follow it with similar
aim and hopefully broader capability, will have utility
beyond its use here. It will be some time before haptic
display technology, user familiarity and scientiﬁc knowledge of haptic perception will match graphic and auditory
sophistication, and until then, haptic communication
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systems must be created in a design cycle which centers
tightly around user and context. The cycle described here
needs most immediately to be expanded to encompass the
initial icon set design, with heuristics and other tools to aid
designers in starting at the right place.
The set of haptic icons developed using this process was
usable, learned within 3 min and identiﬁed under workload
with 95% accuracy and a worst-case mean of 4.0 s for
intentionally subtle signals. In application simulation, users
utilized and responded to the icons appropriately, and task
performance was unaffected in this relatively brief task. We
would like to see whether continued exposure in a longer
and more intense task would reveal further impact,
implying a difference in collaboration effectiveness among
conditions. In parallel work, we are developing the means
of creating much larger icon sets and testing longitudinally
whether they can be fully used. The question of whether
this modality can, over time, come to feel like a ‘‘natural’’
communication channel for abstract information is central
to the success of this type of application.
Users utilized both haptically mediated turn-taking and
graded-urgency requests for control, encouraging further
investigation of this approach. Comparison of primarily
visual and haptic implementations of our turn-taking
protocol suggests that people used our conditions in
different ways, obtaining detailed information visually
but preferring the haptic condition for action. Haptic
mediation appears to inﬂuence collaborative style, with
increased control turnover and more equitable time-incontrol. Users chose to make strong requests half as often
as gentle ones, a ratio which seems natural and which
might (we speculate) be fed by the user’s desire to express
urgency as much as by the experienced response from
collaborators. Our simulation did not generate the high
intensity which often characterizes real communicationcritical situations, and we look forward to seeing how such
increased realism would impact the effects we saw here.
The potential utility of lightweight haptic signals and our
urgency-based protocol extends to other categories of
distributed collaboration and shared control over resources
or a group’s attention, including co-located settings where
it can be awkward to get the attention of a dominating
participant. Possible applications include meeting ﬂoor
control, team document editing and design reviews. In
more specialized examples, air trafﬁc controllers need to
smoothly transfer responsibility and information as airplanes cross jurisdictions, as do emergency personnel when
coordinating a response to a massive forest ﬁre. The use of
interpersonal haptic signaling might non-intrusively facilitate other kinds of group communication: for example,
students may learn better if they can conﬁdentially ask
instructors to slow down. Finally, this deployment of
haptic icons can also serve as an indicator of their potential
use in non-collaborative situations such as computer-user
communication, where issues like graded levels of interruption and assignment of meaning to background signals
also apply.
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